Materials in our products
We will:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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✓
✓
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✓

Analyse and source all our raw materials with utmost care assessing their suitability and impact on the environment and human health.
Use NO added chemicals, or solvent (spray adhesives).
Use NO foams.
Locally source mattress fillings such as Dartmoor wool, where possible.
Use raw materials that produce the minimum off-gassing.
Purchase from sustainable sources where possible.
Work closely with our suppliers to ensure their products meet our exacting standards of hygiene and natural fibres.
Clearly label products as bio-degradable and meeting the Stockholm Agreement in terms of recycling.
Continually assess the added value and benefits of ‘organic’ materials.
Ensure we fully understand any processing methods involved in the creation of all our raw materials.
Comply with and surpass all fire, safety and environmental regulations.

Office & Factory
We will:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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✓
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✓

Minimise the use of paper in the office.
Reduce packaging as much as possible.
Seek to buy recycled and recyclable paper products.
Reuse and recycle all paper and plastic where possible.
Evaluate the environmental impact of any new products we intend to purchase.
Favour more environmentally friendly and efficient products wherever possible.
To avoid using landfill sites and incinerators our waste products like cardboard, paper, wood and plastic are separated for recycling.
Cleaning materials used will be as environmentally friendly as possible.
Materials used in office refurbishment will be as environmentally friendly as possible.
Only use licensed and appropriate organisations to dispose of waste.

Energy & Water
We will:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

We will seek to reduce the amount of energy used as much as possible.
Lights and electrical equipment will be switched off when not in use.
Heating will be adjusted with energy consumption in mind.
Optimise delivery scheduling to minimise mileage and reduce the need for part loads.
Use chargeable battery power tools.

